WEBINAR
MAIN OUTCOMES AND ACTION POINTS FROM THE GLOBAL CLIMATE STRATEGY SESSION | BANGKOK 26 FEBRUARY TO 2 MARCH 2018

WEDNESDAY 21 MARCH 2018
14H30 – 16H00 GMT

Hosted by Climate Action Network (CAN)
THE BASICS | GoToMeeting

1. Presentation Slides

2. Active Participants On The Call

3. Microphone – Please ‘Mute’ When Not Speaking

4. Chat Facility – Please Use To:
   - Make A Comment
   - Type ‘Hand’ To Request The Floor During Q&A
WEBINAR OBJECTIVE

To share the **main outcomes** and **action points** from the recent 2018 Global Strategy Sessions held in Bangkok from 26 February to 2 March 2018

- Presentations will be forward-looking and action-oriented
- Not a recap of all the discussions that happened in Bangkok
- Refer to meeting reports for more detailed information
WEBINAR PROGRAMME

1 | 2018 Step-Up Campaign & Initiative
   Marianne Toftgaard – 2018 Step-Up Manager [10 Minutes]

2 | UNFCCC Strategy and Approach
   Lina Dabbagh – Head of Advocacy [10 Minutes]

3 | G20 Strategy & Approach
   Gillian Nelson – Policy Coordinator [10 Minutes]

4 | 100% Renewable Campaign & Global Climate Action Summit
   Lasse Bruun – Head of Energy Transition [10 Minutes]

5 | Croissant Conspiracy Communicators’ Group
   Hala Kilani – Senior Communications Officer [10 Minutes]
WEBINAR PROGRAMME

• Presentations: from 14h40 – 15h30 [50 Minutes]

• Questions and Answers: From 15h30 onwards [Up to 30 Minutes]
Marianne Toftgaard
2018 Step-Up Manager

e | mtoftgaard@climatenetwork.org
**MAIN OUTCOMES FROM BANGKOK FOR 2018**

- The network is fully committed to StepUp and there is support for working on key moments on achieving a political decision at COP24 on NDC enhancement.

- The network is committed to the Talanoa Dialogue and working on key country strategies.

- There is continued dialogue on:
  - What is enhancement, ambition?
  - How do we ensure that we also address enhancing implementation?
  - Is there a need for us to target outside moments, and if yes, how?
  - The importance of the Talanoa Dialogue and ensuring a useful/political outcome
2018 STEP-UP CAMPAIGN

BUILDING THE POLITICAL MOMENTUM TO MAKE 2018 THE YEAR TO STEP UP

Number of countries willing to raise ambition

Political Momentum

This is where the Talanoa Dialogue has to translate into a COP decision, a political declaration or several major decisions to raise ambition and enhance NDCs

Jan 2018
Start-up

Talanoa Dialogue Preparatory Phase

First day of COP24

Political Phase

Last day of COP24
• Building a critical mass of countries that support enhancing national climate ambition.
• Create high-level political momentum for the Talanoa Dialogue and COP 24
• Amplify messages from NSA creating a committing environment for gov. to increase climate ambition and action.
## POTENTIAL SCENARIOS AT COP24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLUE SKY</th>
<th>MIDDLE GROUND</th>
<th>BACK TO SQUARE ONE?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • COP decision that countries shall enhance NDCs by 2020 and strengthen ambition in line with 1.5C  
• Majority of countries, including many large emitters, announce they are starting domestic consultations to enhance NDCs  
• Support is provided to developing countries to undertake the process  
• Developed countries will fulfill pre-2020 commitments and expand finance | COP decision that:  
• Countries should review their NDCs and consider revised targets/actions through domestic consultations  
• New/updated NDCs should be submitted well ahead of COP 26  
• Support for developing countries to undertake process  
• Political declaration by number of countries ready to undertake process to enhance NDCs  
• Developed countries will fulfill pre-2020 commitments | • No outcome on next steps from Talanoa process  
• Sizeable number of countries indicate they will not consider enhancing NDCs  
• Finance negotiations remain unresolved  
• Increased lack of trust |
UNFCCC
STRATEGY & APPROACH

Lina Dabbagh
Head of Advocacy

e | ldabbagh@climatenetwork.org
**Finance Priorities**
- Link pre-2020 (100 billion)
- 9.5
- Process for 2025 target
- Suva dialogue
- Review process from finance mechanisms (GEF & GCF replenishment, SCF review)
  - High Level segment

**Pre-2020 Priorities**
- Handling within TD
- Outcome of pre-2020 gap

**Paris rulebook Priorities**
- NDC communication
- Transparency/accounting
- GST

**TD Priorities**
- Signaling of *at least* intent
- Front-runners Commitments (Gov & NSA)
- Roadmap between 2018 and 2020
G20 in 2018
What’s At Stake and How Can You Get Involved?

Gillian Nelson
Policy Coordinator

e | gnelson@climatennetwork.org
WHAT ISSUES ARE ADDRESSED UNDER G20 IN 2018?

• Adaptation, resilient infrastructure and job creation

• Long-term Strategies

•Aligning international climate finance flows

• Transitioning to cleaner energy systems

• Energy efficiency, renewable energy, access to affordable energy in LAC, inefficient fossil fuel subsidies

• Sustainable finance + infrastructure for development
2018 RISKS TO MANAGE FROM G20

• Potential for weak outcome on climate given US position + desire for consensus

• “Clean” fossil fuels and natural gas presented as acceptable energy sources for sustainable development

• Timing: weak outcome = negative messaging risks for COP 24 outcomes
2018 OPPORTUNITIES TO LEVERAGE FROM G20

- Timing: G20 immediately before COP 24, following GCAS, CVF Summit, MOCA, 1.5C Report – opportunity to increase political momentum into COP 24

- First HOS meeting following 1.5C Report – opportunity for high level recognition of urgency and ambition gap

- Opportunity to better align development and climate narratives (LTS, infrastructure, aligning financial flows etc.)
WHAT ISSUES DOES CAN G20 WG WORK ON?

- Overarching political momentum on moving forwards with implementation of the Paris Agreement
- Long-term strategies
- Fossil fuel subsidies
- Sustainable finance
- Low-carbon and climate-resilient infrastructure
- Renewable energy and energy efficiency
- Fossil fuels and natural gas (to counteract the narrative on clean fossils and gas, including for export)
- Just transition and job opportunities
- Adaptation/resilience and extreme weather events
HOW CAN YOU ENGAGE IN CAN G20 WORK IN 2018

• CAN G20 WG + C20 WG
• Bring your issue expertise to the group
• Bring geographic expertise/perspective to the group
• Use international positions to push your own governments to do more
• Influence the international positions to better align with your national goals
• Activities: formal and informal meetings with governments, draft and send letters, share intelligence from/on different countries/issues to develop strategy, coordinate joint positions with other stakeholders
• Let the CAN Secretariat know of other ideas for ways of working + synergies that could be developed with existing work
100% RE & GCAS
GCAS CAMPAIGN | GCAS MOBALISATION | G20 & EMPLOYMENT

Lasse Bruun
Head of Energy Transition

e | lbruun@climatenetwork.org
• Ramp up 100%RE non-state actor commitments
  New targets: Industry, transport, power, health

• CVF countries present 100% RE roadmaps

• 100 champions ↦ 5 million 100%RE supporters

• Mainstreaming 100%RE in conventional and social media

• Global mobilization around GCAS

• G20 RE/employment event
Croissant Group

STRATEGY & APPROACH

Hala Kilani
Senior Communications Officer

e | hkilani@climatenetwork.org
Croissant members agreed to bring the 2018 narrative to life and push countries to step up their climate ambition around the following key moments:

- CHOGM 16-18 April
- UNFCCC meeting 30 April – 10 May
- G7 8-9 June
- GCAS 12-14 Sept
- Climate Week 18 Sept
- IPCC 1.5 launch 7 Oct
- Multi-faith weekend 13-14 Oct
- CVF Summit 8-9 Nov
- CBD COP 10-22 Nov
- G20 30 Nov-1 Dec
- COP24 3-14 Dec
UPDATE FROM CROISSANT

• Designated organizations will take a lead in taking communications around this moments forward

The main action points are the following:

TALANOA
• Support the Portal
• Citizen engagement/petition Avaaz/350
  **Leads:** CAN NZ Rachel, CANSA Anoop, 350.org

G7/G20 The clean coal agenda and US threat looming
• Two framing pieces - to make sense of challenge that there will be no big progress, but mixed bag of different initiatives
• Headlines for G20 - How does G20 follow the IPCC report, use G20 to go into the COP in a helpful way, leaders must respond to 1.5C and reiterate the urgency. Define the headlines we want to generate
  **Leads:** GSCC (Christian), WRI (Rhys), CAN Canada (Catherine), Enrique
GLOBAL CLIMATE ACTION SUMMIT (GCAS)

GCAS
Narrative:

(i) Stocktake (where are we?),
(ii) Non-state actor new action being taken on the ground (real economy),
(iii) Ask of governments upping of ambition commensurate with level of change from NSAs,
(iv) Co-benefits actions being taken now are helping general public. (health/security/prosperity framing)

• Effort to match messengers and audiences, country by country. Right message with right messenger - identifying the messengers in various countries to expand the reach and counter the risk of perceiving the Summit as US centric.
• Stories- Country specific stories - combine the ask - create a bank of stories

**Leads:** Mission2020, 350.org
IPCC 1.5C Report

- Comms proposal coming up: In a new, unknown world, we are into the realm of bad choices, Impacts documented and communicated
- Take control of describing the world we live in: there is plenty to celebrate in the report, generate content, fill the gaps in the report and bring it to life, drumbeat of content that makes reductive reporting tougher at launch

**Leads:** CAN, GSCC
Climate Vulnerable Summit (CVF)

Frame in light of the IPCC and how the fate of these countries depends on countries stepping up – the most vulnerable countries doing their fair share, what are you doing? A successful outcome of the Talanoa Dialogue would seal a good fate for these countries and ensure that others are following suit.

- Digital and social media campaign
- In country media outreach - getting media coverage on CVF countries. Bringing 1.5 report alive in CVF countries. Producing graphics that show impacts on CVF countries taken from science in 1.5C report

**Leads:** CAN, ICSC, Greenfaith
Questions & Answers

Please request a speaking opportunity by typing ‘hand’ in the chat box